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Compliments from the Minister

T

he Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board (the Fund Board), established
two and a half decade ago by the Government of Nepal (GoN), has been working in the rural
communities with an objective to improve their water supply and sanitation services. I have
found that the Fund Board (FB) has been commendably playing an efficient role in fulfilling the
basic water supply and sanitation need of the people living in remote rural areas.
There is no denying that the FB has set an example of a best mechanism of participatory,
decentralized and sustainable development by constructing demand-driven, community-led
and managed water supply and sanitation schemes right since its establishment. Adopting this
mechanism, the FB has laudably secured rural water supply and sanitation (RWSS) services
to 24 lakh 48 thousand beneficiaries which is an important achievement in itself. The Fund
Board has appreciably reassured the guarantee of ‘access to clean drinking water and sanitation
facilities’ by the Constitution of Nepal 2072 as a fundamental right of citizens.
The GoN is committed to provide water supply and sanitation services to all Nepalese citizens.
Although 89% of Nepalese already have access to water supply services, it is technically and
economically challenging to provide water supply services to the communities living in remote
Himalayan and hilly areas and the areas in Terai and Bhavar where the groundwater reservoir
are depleting every day. It is equally important to pay attention in maintenance of the schemes
constructed in these areas to keep them fully functional.
In addition to this, different natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, droughts and various
other disruptions are also challenging our effort from time to time. From this perspective,
the mechanism adopted by the FB seems to be effective for the construction, operation and
sustainability of water supply schemes, which I think may be exemplary for other stakeholders.
Finally, thanking the donor agency World Bank (WB), other partner organizations and stakeholders,
who have helped to make this effort a reality in improving rural water supply and sanitation
services as well as bringing positive change in the lifestyle of rural women living in remote areas,
I wish the Fund Board gets motivation to work much efficiently in the new federal structure as
well.
…………………
Bina Magar
Minister
Government of Nepal, Ministry of Water Supply
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Compliments from the Secretary

T

he Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board (RWSSFDB) has been operating
water supply and sanitation schemes for the residents of rural and semi-urban areas of Nepal
with the financial support of World Bank, Government of Nepal and the community ever since its
establishment. I am extremely elated to know that the Fund Board has already completed 3,103
water supply and sanitation schemes till date, thereby providing basic services of safe drinking
water and sanitation to 24 lakh 48 thousand people.
The Fund Board has brought about fundamental changes in the conventional water supply and
distribution system and integrated the demand-driven, inclusive and participatory development
concept in its working approach resulting to users’ interest and ownership in these projects
evidently. This approach is important for the sustainability of any development efforts and can
be replicated in development projects in sectors other than water supply and sanitation as well.
I feel that implementing projects as per the concept of "one house, one tap and one toilet" in
accordance with the policy adopted by the Government of Nepal by the Fund Board is a great
achievement in itself. I believe, this method will support in achieving national target of ‘Basic
water supply services and sanitation facilities for all’ as the fundamental right guaranteed by
the Constitution and facilitate governments’ effort to ensure safe drinking water and basic
sanitation facilities for its citizen.
Many challenges still exist in the water supply and sanitation sectors. Only coordination with all
sectors and cooperation between stakeholders provides possibility to achieve the national goal.
In this perspective, I wish the RWSSFDB gets motivation and encouragement to continue working
inexorably and fulfilling its responsibilities.

………………….
Deependra Nath Sahrma
Secretary
Government of Nepal, Ministry of Water Supply
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Message from the Chairperson

W

ith a broad objective of bringing positive changes in the standard of living in rural communities
through water supply and sanitation project as the entry point of development, The Fund Board,
established on 14 March, 1996 by GoN under the Development Board Act 1956, has been
moving forward relentlessly. I extend my sincere gratitude to all the stakeholders including the
Government of Nepal, donor agencies, local government and non-governmental organizations,
Users Committees (UCs), and the community who have contributed to this work.
The Fund Board has taken various initiatives in positively changing the living standards of the
rural communities by considering water supply and sanitation services as the pillars of social and
economic development. Due to community demand-driven approach, sustainable, affordable,
quality water supply schemes construction, participation of local community in procurement
of project materials, inclusiveness and direct involvement, participation, development of
accountable mechanism during the policy making process of schemes at various stages, the local
community have been encouraged to take ownership of the schemes leading to sustainability of
the schemes as well as the policy-level success of the organization.
The Board has adopted the policy of "one house, one tap and one toilet" in the field of water
supply and sanitation to assist in the fulfillment of the national water supply and sanitation
goals and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Considering the success of water supply and sanitation schemes completed in the past, I am
pleased that the Fund Board is marching towards the achievement of the SDGs.

…………………..
Er. Tej Raj Bhatta
Joint-Secretary, Government of Nepal, Ministry of Water Supply
Chairperson, Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
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Foreword from the Executive Director

B

ased on demand-driven approach, through community owned and managed water supply
and sanitation programs, the Fund Board has been providing basic water supply services and
sanitation facilities to a large population who have been deprived of it for a long time.

Based on successful implementation of different phases of the schemes with the financial
support of World Bank since its inception, together with the analysis of institutional strength of
the Fund Board, the GoN and the World Bank has agreed to implement Rural Water Supply and
Sanitation Improvement Project (RWSSIP) from July 2014 to June 2020.
Under this program, the Fund Board has successfully completed 954 water supply and sanitation
schemes thereby benefitting 8 lakh and 10 thousand people through provision of safe drinking
water supply and sanitation services. Along with this, the Board has supported 130 the then
Village Development Committees (VDCs) and the municipalities wards to maintain status of
Open Defecation Free (ODF) by conducting supplementary post-ODF Total Sanitation (TS)
Program, while 263 the then VDCs and the municipalities wards are encouraged to move towards
Total Sanitation.
As per the policies, approaches and procedures adopted by the Fund Board, institutional
development and capacity building of the community users, social accountability and
transparency, environment and social management framework, Gender Equality and Social
Inclusion (GESI), Women focused livelihood improvement program (Jeevika), community
ownership and participation of community during procurement process are the main features of
the programs conducted by the Board. As a result, the effectiveness of the program as well as
the satisfaction of the users has been enhanced.
Furthermore, under the first phase of Rehabilitation and Reconstruction (R&R) program, there
has been contracted for the completion of 404 water supply and sanitation schemes in 14
Earthquake Affected Districts (EAD), while reconstruction programs for remaining 203 schemes
has been vigorously proceeded under the second phase.
This Annual Report 2075/76 documents aforementioned developments and accomplishments
of the Fund Board in last (2075/76) fiscal year. Last but not the least, my sincere gratitude goes
to all my colleagues for contributing in various ways to put this report together. This publication
would not have been possible without your vigorous effort.

……………………..
Lila Prasad Dhakal
Executive Director
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

CAP

Community Action Plan

CBO

Community Based Organization

CIAA

Commission of Investigation of the Abuse of Authority

CPO

Chief of Planning and Operation

DED

Deputy Executive Director

DWASH

District WASH

EAD

Earthquake Affected Districts

ED

Executive Director

FB

Fund Board

FY

Fiscal Year

GESI

Gender Equality and Social Inclusion

GIS

Geographical Information System

GoN

Government of Nepal

GRM

Grievance Redressal Mechanism

HH

Household

IDA

International Development Association

IEC

Information, Education & Communication

LSI

Livelihood and Social Inclusion

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MIS

Management of Information System

MoFAGA

Ministry of Federal Affairs and General Administration

MoWS

Ministry of Water Supply

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

ODF

Open Defecation Free

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

PDNA

Post-Disaster Need Assessment
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PDO

Project Development Objective

PM

Portfolio Manager

PMU

Project Monitoring Unit

POM

Project Operation Manual

PPP

Public Private Partnership

R&R

Rehabilitation and Reconstruction

RM

Regional Manager

RVWRMP

Rural Village Water Resource Management Project

RWSS

Rural Water Supply and Sanitation

RWSSFDB

Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board

RWSSIP

Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Improvement Program

SA

Service Agency

SDG

Sustainable Development Goal

SO

Support Organization

TS

Total Sanitation

UC

User Committee

VDC

Village Development Committee

VHP

Village Health Promoter

VMW

Village Maintenance Worker

VWASH

Village Water Sanitation and Hygiene

WASH

Water Sanitation and Hygiene

WSUC

Water Supply and Sanitation User Committee

WSUG

Water Supply and Sanitation User Group

WTSS

Women Technical Support Service

WB

World Bank
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1. Introduction
1.1 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
Government of Nepal established the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
on March 14, 1996, under the Development Board Act 1956, to promote and integrate communityled/owned, demand-driven and participatory approach in rural water supply and sanitation services.
This autonomous organization under Ministry of Water Supply (MoWS) has set up its objectives
to bring about fundamental changes in the conventional supply-oriented approach to a demanddriven approach and participatory decision making concept through construction of schemes to
ensure safe drinking water and basic sanitation facilities for rural people. The Fund Board has
been implementing these schemes through the support of its development partners International
Development Association (IDA)/ World Bank, GoN and local communities.
The Fund Board consists of a nine-member executive committee with the Joint-Secretary of MoWS
as the Chairperson. The organizational structure is given below:
1.

Representative (Gazetted First Class) MoWS – Chairperson

2.

Representative (Gazetted First Class), Ministry of Federal Affairs and General Administration
(MoFAGA) – Member

3.

Mayor or Deputy Mayor of a municipality that falls under the project area of the Fund Board,
nominated by MoWS – Member

4.

Chair Person or Deputy Chair Person of a rural municipality that falls under the project area
of Fund Board, nominated by MoWS – Member

5.

Two Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Engineer with the criteria of having at least ten years’
experience in Water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) sector and are without association in
any political parties in last one year. Another member is chosen with the criteria of having
worked in participatory rural development. The remaining two members are selected as the
one with academic qualification in Law, Sociology or Management and working in the similar
field. These last five members should be nominated by MoWS and should include at least two
women representative – Members

There is a provision of 48 (executive, professional and support) employees led by Executive Director
(ED) to implement policies and programs fixed by the executive committee.

1.2 Objectives
Following the notion of integrated development of community, the Fund Board has set up its main
objective as promoting and integrating community-owned and led, economically viable, sustainable
and safe rural water supply and basic sanitation services all over the country. Through poverty
alleviation, the Fund Board seeks to improve the living standard of rural people. The other objectives
of the Fund Board are as follows:

1
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]]

To establish the Fund Board as a regular sector organization to facilitate the provision of
RWSS services for rural people

]]

To empower rural communities by supporting them in mobilizing their social and economic
capital to attain RWSS service, emphasizing on community ownership and responsibility,
hence leading to poverty reduction

]]

To operate and promote cost effective, reliable, sustainable and safe water supply and
sanitation schemes and other sub-components of the project by giving emphasis to
community leadership system

]]

To support the GoN to mainstream the Fund Board’s approach within and beyond the
sector of water supply and sanitation and replicate it to other sectors related to community
development, and

]]

To support the GoN in policy formulation to meet national target in the sector of water supply
and sanitation and to attain the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) by supporting and
cooperating in implementation of the related programs

1.3 Strategies
]]

Take facilitating roles in conducting water supply and sanitation programs thereby making
SOs (Local NGOs) strong and effective

]]

Select local organizations interested to participate in water supply and sanitation programs
conducted by the FB and enhance their capacities thereby making local communities capable
in scheme identification, selection, plan, implementation and management

]]

Mobilize local bodies, NGOs & private sector firms as SOs to build capacity of the community
and support them in project implementation, management, operation, evaluation and in
sustainable processes by adopting public private partnership (PPP) model,

]]

Mainstream the government adhered Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI) policy in
programs and project cycle

1.4 Contribution of RWSSFDB in achieving Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
The main objective of SDG is to end poverty in all its form by 2030. In the context of Nepal,
ministries, various agencies and organizations under the three tiers (federal, provincial and local)
as provisioned in the federal system of governance are contributing at different levels to meet
the goal of SDG. In this, MoWS and agencies and organizations under it are playing major role to
attain national goal of ‘basic water supply and sanitation facilities for all’ and to ensure Sustainable
Development Goal ‘Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all’
which is evident by the achievements gained in this area.
The Board, acting as an integral component of MoWS, is working resolutely in rural water supply
and sanitation sector for implementation of national goal as well as SDG. The main topics of SDG

2
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directed to the water supply and sanitation sector are as followsi.

By 2030, achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water for all

ii.

By 2030, achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and hygiene for all and end
open defecation, paying special attention to the needs of women and girls and those in
vulnerable situation

iii.

By 2030, improve water quality by reducing pollution, eliminating dumping and minimizing
release of hazardous chemicals and materials, reducing the proportion of untreated
wastewater and substantially increasing recycling and safe reuse globally

iv.

By 2030, substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable
withdrawals and supply of freshwater to address water scarcity and substantially reduce the
number of people suffering from water scarcity

v.

By 2030, implement integrated water resources management at all levels, including through
trans-boundary cooperation as appropriate

vi.

By 2030, protect and restore water-related ecosystems, including mountains, forests, wetlands,
rivers, aquifers and lakes

vii.

By 2030, expand international cooperation and capacity-building support to developing
countries in water- and sanitation-related activities and programs, including water harvesting,
desalination, water efficiency, wastewater treatment, recycling and reuse technologies

viii.

Support and strengthen the participation of local communities in improving water and
sanitation management

Considering the above mentioned points, the Fund Board has been working effectively in promotion
of water supply and sanitation, with the participation of the community, and in cooperation with
local bodies.

3
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1.5 Project coverage area
In its journey till the Batch-X, Fund Board has conducted programs in 76 districts (except Mustang
district) in accordance with its provision of operating water supply and sanitation promotion
programs. Under Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Improvement Project (RWSSIP), agreement has
been concluded for operation of programs in 55 districts and the program is being implemented
accordingly.
Fund Board selects and mobilizes local Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and private sector
firms as SOs so as to carry out the water supply and sanitation program with the financial support
and coordination of GoN, IDA/World Bank and local community. The FB adopts PPP model while
implementing its program. Similarly, the board emphasizes to involve poor communities, women and
children, through participatory development planning, implementation and monitoring approach in
development opportunities to strengthen them. The FB sends the fund amount to user committee’s
account directly to construct and operate the schemes while the SO’s provide technical support and
coordination to bring the scheme into operation.

4
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2. Key concepts of the project implementation
To build the sense of community ownership, the Fund Board involves the community in the planning,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the RWSS schemes.

2.1 Concept of water supply and sanitation scheme implementation
Demand-driven and community led: direct leadership and management of community in community
identified water supply and sanitation schemes, its implementation, management, monitoring and
evaluation and maintenance
Implementation of community’s work plan- implementation of activities designated by the Fund
Board Community’s Action Plan (CAP) (A1 to A15) by approving the activities through community
mass meeting.
Community procurement process: market survey and procurement of non-local construction
material required for water supply and sanitation scheme in initiation of community. This will make
quality materials available transparently, increasing the sense of ownership by community.
Selection of technical options by the community: selection of technical option Gravity drinking water
system (hilly areas), underground drinking water system (Terai), rainwater harvesting etc based on
geographic location, community demand & affordability, commitment, and technical feasibility.
Community Contribution: 2.5 % upfront cash applied to the hardware (50 % subsidy to the communityidentified ultra-poor households) and 3% Operation and Maintenance (O&M) fund for the project
with gravity and overhead drinking water systems. Likewise, under the underground drinking water
system, the provision of 10 % upfront cash (50 % subsidy from the Fund Board to the community
identified ultra-poor households) and 4 % O&M fund provided.
Sustainability of WASH services: WSUC to manage O&M fund by depositing 3% of cash of the
amount required for the hardware part; and provision of a Village Maintenance Worker (VMW) for
technical maintenance and a mandatory women Village Health Promoter (VHP) for health, hygiene
and sanitation promotional activities selected by the communities and trained by the Fund Board.
Coordination and cooperation: Coordination and cooperation with local government and nongovernmental organizations and WASH committee and other stakeholders.
Women empowerment: Empowerment and livelihood improvement of women through Women
Technical Support Services (WTSS) group formation for Jeevika Program through economic and
social transformation of women in the project areas.
Enhancing social accountability: making the community, the users committee and SOs responsible
and accountable to put financial and technical support provided for scheme to right use, enhance
transparency and achieve the targets.
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Active participation of the community: promotion of active participation and leadership development
of the community in the all stages of the project cycle including selection, operation, collection and
management of financial resources, labor contribution, repair and maintenance, monitoring and
other concerned work.

2.2 Main components of the schemes
The FB only follows community demand-based concept. By adopting an inclusive, community-driven
and participatory principle, the local community plays a leading role in the planning, implementation
and O&M of water supply and sanitation projects.
Especially in the holistic and integrated concept adopted by the FB, activities include like provision
of clean water supply and sanitation services along with other activities as improvement of the
livelihood, strengthening through social accountability/Jagaran and Jeevika Program.

2.3 Support Organizations (SOs) of the Fund Board
Support Organizations (SO): The Fund Board cooperates with the SOs to provide technical and
managerial support to operate the water supply and sanitation schemes. Such support organizations
include NGOs, private sectors and community based organizations.
Water Supply and Sanitation User's Committee (WSUC): The water supply and sanitation user's
committee/group itself is the main partner organization, which is formed, operated and registered
for the implementation of the WASH schemes. These community based organizations are fully
involved in decision making process for identification, selection, planning, procurement, and
implementation and monitoring along with Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of the water supply
schemes. The Fund Board provides funds directly to their registered WSUCs for the development
and construction of water supply and sanitation schemes.
Service Agencies (SA): The Fund Board coordinates with consultant organization/individual
(Service Agencies) to conduct training, studies, research and monitoring and evaluation of schemes
and also to build capacity of the SOs and the WSUCs.
Rural Municipalities/ Municipalities: The Fund Board has been conducting water supply and
sanitation related activities in collaboration with the local bodies since the establishment of the
project. Even after the development of federal state structure concept in the country, the Fund
Board has continued this process. Under Batch-X, the FB, in cooperation with the local bodies, has
supported to make more than 128 the then Village Development Committee (VDC) and municipality
wards to declare them Open Defecation Free and also been supporting for the enhancing post-ODF
(Total Sanitation) program thereafter.
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2.4 Scheme Cycle
Fund Board has designed new scheme cycle under the RWSSIP. Although scheme cycle duration
generally depends upon geographical location, transportation facilities, technology used, status
and type of community, it span last from 24 to 26 months.
Pre-Development phase (3-6 months)
]]

Identification and selection of support organizations

]]

Prioritization of schemes based on community demand and needs through District
Coordination Committee

]]

Orientation/training program to the support organizations to prepare proposal

]]

Orientation/training program to SA/individual for project and project site location evaluation

]]

Agreement for the development phase with SOs to operate schemes

Development phase (6-8 months)
]]

Orientation to the staffs of SOs regarding various procedural tasks related to schemes

]]

Social empowerment and mobilization, formation and registration of a legal entity (WSUC/
WSUG) in coordination with local bodies

]]

Preparation of Community Action Plan (CAP) and implementation of work plan

]]

Preparation of detailed study, survey and estimation of project cost

]]

Cash contribution by the community for implementation of the schemes and collection and
management of O&M fund

]]

Tri-party agreement between FB, CBO and SO for water supply and sanitation scheme
implementation

Implementation Phase (10-12 months)
]]

Construction of water supply schemes according to design estimation

]]

Program implementation according to community work plan for implementation phase

]]

Construction of institutional toilets

]]

Conduct income related and activities under livelihood (Jeevika) program to utilize the
fetching time saved by women to make it economically productive

]]

Campaign of ODF and continuation of post-ODF (Total Sanitation) Program

]]

Improving weakness and initiating to ensure transparency and sustainability of water supply
and sanitation scheme under Jagaran Program by using community scorecard

8
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Post-Implementation phase (24 months)
]]
]]
]]
]]

Regular monitoring of community management schemes to maintain sustainability through
technical, social and O&M aspect
Monitoring and technical support by SO for technical and social aspects
Monitoring of the quality of scheme structure through alternative indicators
Submission of the progress report on ODF and Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) activities to the
Local Government and the Fund Board.
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3. Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Improvement Project (RWSSIP) 2014-2020
3.1 Introduction
Built upon successful experience of FB, its institutional capacity, effectiveness and sustainability, the
project contract was signed between GoN and The World Bank in July, 2014 for the RWSSIP. The project
is operative and will run till 2020. According to the revised target between GoN and The World Bank
in fiscal year 074/75, 954 water supply and sanitation schemes have been completed in 55 districts
benefitting 8 lakh and 10 thousand populations. Similarly, in the the then 393 VDCs/municipalities
where the schemes were constructed, Post ODF has been completed in 263 VDCs/ municipalities. Out
of 130 the then VDCs/municipalities remained to get ODF status, 128 has been declared ODF and the
post-ODF (Total Sanitation) program has been conducted.

3.2 Objectives of RWSSIP
Project Development Objectives (PDO) of the RWSSIP are:
(i)

To increase access to improved water and sanitation services in rural areas;

(ii)

To develop and implement a pilot long-term support mechanism to promote the sustainability
of rural community managed water supply schemes in selected Districts;

3.3 Key components of the project
The World Bank prepared Project Operations Manual (POM) clearly states the implementation
concept, methodology, activities and processes of the project. The four main components of this
project are as follows:
Table no. 2 - Key Components:
Components

Titles

Implementing organization

To be implemented following the FB operational
Component Improved Access to Water
1
Supply and Promote Hygiene manuals
Practices
Component Develop and Implement
2
Long-Term Sustainable
Support Mechanism at the
District Level

To be implemented through Project Monitoring
Unit (PMU) in 5 selected districts. Scheme level
investments identified under this component will
be implemented and funded under component 1
following FB operational manuals

Implemented by FB and MoWS. Covers the
Component Technical Assistance/
3
Capacity Building and Project operational cost of both component, and Capacity
building activities
Management
Will be implemented as per the agreed procedures
for emergency works

Component Contingency Emergency
4
Response: (In water and
sanitation emergencies)
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Component 1: Improved Access to Water Supply and Promote Hygiene Practices: With 854 schemes
under component 1 and 100 schemes in 4 districts (Sunsari, Dolakha, Salyan and Lamjung) under
component 2, a total of 954 water supply and sanitation scheme will be constructed under RWSSIP.
This will benefit as many as 8 lakh 10 thousand population. The Fund Board so far has conducted
only those water supply and sanitation schemes that falls under the annual plan and approved by
district council.

Major activities under component 1
a.

For planning, implementation and management of water supply and sanitation schemes to
enhance community participation, following activities are carried out
]]

Strengthening and mobilization of community

]]

Information / communication and broadcasting

]]

Water supply and sanitation program

]]

WTSS/Jeevika Program (Livelihood Promotion) for women of project areas to promote
income generating activities

b.

Planning, construction and management of water schemes such as gravity flow system,
groundwater system, overhead tank and rainwater harvesting through technical alternatives

c.

Conducting safe water supply and sanitation promotion activities and construction of
institutional toilets in schools, health facilities and other GoN Institutions.

The Fund Board has adopted a national policy of not providing subsidy for the construction
of household (HH) toilets. But grants are provided to the than VDCs and Municipalities for the
construction of institutional toilets at health facilities and schools. Rural water supply and sanitation
schemes, under sanitation campaigns have been supporting Rural Municipalities and Municipalities
in achieving ODF status, and conducting post-ODF (total Sanitation) programs thereafter in the
project areas.

Component 2: Develop and Implement Long-Term Sustainable Support
Mechanism at the District Level
Under component 2, programs have been launched to promote long-term sustainability of water
supply and sanitation schemes in Sunsari, Dolakha, Lamjung and Salyan districts. For this, there
is a provision to identify the status of water supply schemes in coordination with local bodies and
provide a list of projects to be constructed to the Fund Board. The local bodies should be mandatory
involved in the planning, Construction and implementation of these projects.
The following steps are adopted to complete the above mentioned tasks:
]]

District WASH (D-WASH) unit is established in the four aforementioned component-2,
districts. Under this program, WASH planning and new schemes list are prepared. This unit
provides necessary support services and coordinates with the D-WASH-CC.
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]]

Implementing a District-wide M&E system that routinely collects and compiles updated data
of all water supply and sanitation schemes and links back to the MoWS, M&E system

]]

Introducing a backstopping arrangement to ensure that all schemes are visited at least
once each year and assessed for scheme and user committee functionality, adherence to
maintenance schedules, training needs, etc

]]

Creating a District-wide water market and networking system which would allow WSUGs to
share experience, and find service providers to fix problems as they arise

]]

Facilitating sanitation marketing to strengthen local supply chains for sanitation goods and
services and to increase household demand for improved sanitation and hygiene

]]

Designing and conducting model schemes by measuring the ability of the Users Group to
cope with loan and economic status. It provides facilities for sustainable management to the
community managed water supply and sanitation schemes.

]]

Using a phased approach that initiates institutional development by gradually enhancing
financial and technical capacity of the Users to conduct sustainable water supply and
sanitation schemes.
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Component 3: Technical Assistance/Capacity Building, and Project Management
Component 3 provides the necessary financial support for incremental project management and
administrative costs for component 1 and 2 of RWSSIP, as well as a variety of financial and safeguard
audits, miscellaneous capacity building activities and sector studies.

Component 4: Contingency Emergency Response: (In water and sanitation
emergencies):
The GoN requests the World Bank for budgetary re-appropriation of the project fund to support
any emergency response or reconstruction in case the water supply and sanitation schemes are
damaged due to natural disaster/calamities occured in the country anytime. This Component
may also request World Bank to re-categorize and reallocate the budget necessary for emergency
response arrangements from other unallocated expenditure.

3.4 RWSSIP cost and financing
The total cost of the RWSSIP (budget) is $ 90 million. The budget allocations and contributions for
the various components are given in the table belowTable 2: Project Cost and Financing (component-wise)
Total cost

% of total Estimated IDA
cost
financing

Community
Contribution

Component 1

73.2

81

58.2

7.5

7.5

Component 2

9.6

11

9.6

0

0

Component 3

7.2

8

4.2

0

3

Component 4

0

0

0

0

0

Total

90

100%

72

7.5

10.5

Components
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4. Major Achievements and Accomplishments
4.1 Achievements of Component 1
In the duration of the RWSSIP project, a total of 1450 water supply and sanitation schemes and
under IX Batch, remaining 424 successive project leading to total 1874 schemes were planned
to be operated benefiting 15 lakh population and further 9 lakh population were planned to be
benefitted through Post-ODF (total sanitation) program leading to a total of 24 lakh population with
the service. But as per the revised target, 954 schemes have been completed benefitting as many
as 8 lakh 10 thousand population through the WASH program.
As per the revised target, under the 954 schemes (Batch-IX & X under component 1 and 100 schemes
from component 2), 366 schemes under Batch-IX and 175 schemes under Batch-X have been
successfully completed. Furthermore, completion report has been received for 75 more schemes
providing water supply and sanitation facilities to the users. The schemes will be completed by
next fiscal year as per the goal. Similarly, under the first phase of Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
(R&R) program, in 14 Earthquake Affected Districts (EAD), 398 schemes out of 404 contracted has
been reconstructed and rehabilitated providing basic level water supply facilities to the community.
Similarly, basic survey has been conducted for 276 schemes under the second phase of R&R
program. Out of the total surveyed, it was found that 52 water supply and sanitation schemes had
already been reconstructed by other organizations. The design estimate for 203 schemes have
been prepared and forwarded for agreement to start implementation. The design estimate for the
remaining 21 schemes is in progress.
Under the sanitation program, 128 the then VDCs and Municipalities out of 130 have been declared
ODF ensuring sanitation facilities to 858,552 population. Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) program has
been conducted in 263 VDCs benefitting 1,360,083 population.
US $ 49 million has been spent so far out of the US $ 79.25 million allocated for RWSSIP component
1 leading to significant progress of 61.8%.
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Table no. 3: summary of targets and achievements of component 1
S.N.
1

Description
RWSSIP

1.1

Schemes
under BatchIX

Target
Number of
Schemes

Schemes
480
under Batch- X

1.3

Schemes from
100
Component 2

Total schemes
1.4
2

810000

348859

175

102438

810000

541

451297

R&R

404

263072

398

252743

Sanitation
program

Number
of VDC/
Municipality

Population

Number
of VDC/
Municipality

Population

877623

128

858552

263

1360083

VDC level ODF
130
declaration

2.2

Post-ODF
declaration
(Total
Sanitation)

3.1

366

Financial
progress of
Component 1

Budget
allocation

Expense

Progress %

Expenditure
amount (US
Dollars)

79.25

49

61.8%

Remarks

Population

954

2.1

3

Number of
Schemes

Population

374

1.2

Achievement

Apart from this, completion
report have been received
for 75 additional schemes
ensuring water supply and
sanitation facilities to 43149
population

Schemes with agreement

Expenditure amount as of July
16, 2019

4.2 Progress status of R&R program
The catastrophic earthquake on 12 Baisakh 2072 (BS) and its subsequent powerful aftershocks
caused huge loss of lives and property in Nepal. GoN declared 31 districts as Earthquake Affected
Districts (EAD). According to the Post-Disaster Need Assessment (PDNA) report prepared by GoN,
14 out of those 31 districts were found to be severely affected by the earthquake, where 43% of
the water supply and sanitation schemes were damaged. Fund Board has completed construction
of 921 schemes ensuring water and sanitation facilities to 545,957 populations in the 14 of these
severely earthquake affected districts as of Baisakh 2072 (BS).
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According to the detailed study progress report submitted by Support Organizations, 837 water
supply and sanitation schemes were found to be damaged in the Earthquake severely affected 14
districts. Out of those, 222 schemes were found to be completely damaged while 625 schemes
were partially damaged. Out of 464 water supply schemes selected for reconstruction, 404 have
been approved for reconstruction and rehabilitation in the first phase. Three schemes are in the
process of getting approval. In the remaining 57 schemes under construction agreement, as other
organizations are involved for the reconstruction work, Fund Board does not intend to initiate
work there. Until now, a total of 398 water supply and sanitation schemes have been constructed
benefitting 252,743 populations.
Based on the experience and lesson learning of the first phase, the R&R program of the second phase
has begun. Under this, the cost estimation of 203 projects is being prepared and the agreement is
in the process of being signed. These projects are planned to be completed in the coming Fiscal
Year (FY).

4.3 Status of Open Defecation Free and Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) Program:
A four party agreement was done between the then VDC and Municipality wards, District Coordination
Committee (DCC) and the Fund Board so as to implement ODF and supplementing post-ODF (total
Sanitation) programs thereafter in wards of 393 the then VDCs and Municipalities. As per this
agreement, ODF program has been conducted in 130 the then VDCs/municipalities and Post-ODF
(total sanitation) program was conducted in 263 the then VDCs/municipalities. Under this, 128 the
then VDCs/municipalities ward have been declared ODF while remaining 2 VDC/municipalities are
under the final monitoring before ODF declaration.
Table 4: achievement and accomplishments under ODF and post-ODF (total sanitation) program
Number of
Households

128

148,009

437,311

421,242

858,552

2,451

10,025

9,045

19,071

130

150,460

447,336

430,287

877,623

Post-ODF (total Sanitation) 263
program conducted

262,743

683,501

676,582

1,360,083

413,203

1,130,837

1,106,869

2,237,706

Description

1

ODF program

1.1

ODF declared

1.2

Remaining
declaration

for

Total target of ODF program
2

population

The then VDC/
Municipality
Wards

S.N.

Total (1&2)

ODF 2

393

Male

Female

Total

ODF and Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) program is being conducted in 57 the then VDCs and
municipalities which are either in the process of being ODF or have already been declared one, with
the support of 29 SOs in the latest phase. The following Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) indicators have
been set for the Post-ODF (Total Sanitation) program activities-
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Indicators
]]

Household having permanent toilet with water sealed pan up to plinth level

]]

Household having double pit/safety tank toilets with water sealed pan

]]

Household with no open defecation

]]

Household with the practice of hand washing with soap and water after using toilet

]]

Household with the practice of collecting and managing solid waste (pit or container)

]]

Household with the practice of waste water management

Sanitation marketing- Market-based sustainable concept
The Fund Board has adopted the concept of sanitation marketing for the purpose of
promoting market-based sanitation activities by the locals in water supply and sanitation.
With an objective to support national ODF campaign, this campaign aims to promote
sustainability in the sanitation situation. According to this concept, various model
toilets are constructed as per the economic status/ with technical options. Sanitation
marketing promises to bring improvement/change in habit of the communities leading
them to healthier life.
Despite the remarkable achievements and accomplishments attained during a decade
long Sanitation Master plan by GoN, open defecation practices still prevails in many
communities while many of the toilets constructed have been found to be of low quality.
The Fund Board has adopted social marketing approach to showcase the importance of
quality toilet and to change the hygiene and sanitation related practices of the community
through sanitation campaigns. This approach is based on the empirical knowledge that
people spontaneously choose quality water supply and sanitation facilities when they
are locally available at reasonable prices.
Sanitation marketing emphasizes in the benefits of water supply and sanitation
facilities based on satisfaction and investment of the community. The Fund Board has
implemented experimental sanitation marketing programs in Kavre, Parsa and Rautahat
districts. Skilled training has been provided to 12 local entrepreneurs emphasizing on the
importance of quality structures in sanitation. This training was undertaken under the
assumption that the community could be made aware of the importance of sanitation
upgrade only if there is emphasis on production and promotion of new and practical
sanitation materials, their alternative choices, reasonable prices, and easy accessibility.
After the training, these entrepreneurs have been encouraged to promote various types
and models of toilets with various technical options.
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5. Capacity Building
5.1 Orientation/Training/Workshops
Support Organizations and Service Agencies in development phase and implementation phase are
given various orientations/trainings/workshops emphasizing on skill and capacity development
for efficient work processing. Different thematic trainings are provided to employees involved in
technical, social and administrative areas. To date, such orientation/trainings have been provided
to total 4,852 employees constituting 2,873 male and 1,979 female staff of SOs and SAs.
Table no. 5: Orientation/Training/Workshop
Orientation/Training/Workshop

Total number
Male

Female

Total

Figures from last year

2,401

1,931

4,332

Training to local entrepreneurs on sanitation marketing

12

0

12

ODF and post-ODF (Total Sanitation) Program

56

31

87

Provincial review workshop of SOs

239

6

245

Training on Jeevika, Jagaran, and Grievance Redressal

25

3

28

Training on data collection of water schemes through mobile
140
applications.

8

148

Total

1,979

4,852

2,873
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5.2 Orientation/Workshop for WSUC, Committees/Groups at community level
During the Development Phase under Batch-X, four types of orientation and training program have
been given to 38,282 participants. Full details of this have been given in the table below.

Table 6: Number of participants in the training and orientation program under the Development
Phase of Batch-X.
S.N.

1
2
3
4

Orientation/Training

Number of
Participants

Training on leadership development, community work plan, and Jagaran
12,329
program to members of WSUC/WTSS (Jeevika groups)
Account management training to User's Committee

4,478

Healthy Home Survey training to Village Health Promoter (VHP)

5,035

Safe water supply and sanitation training to teachers and students

16,440

Total

38,282

During the Construction Phase of Batch-X, four types of orientation and training program has been given
at the community level to 33244 participants. Full details of this has been given in the table below.
Table 7: number of participants in the training and orientation program given under implementation
phase of Batch-X.
S.N.

Description

Number of
Participants

1

Pre-construction training to Users Committee and Jagaran Committee
13,425
members

2

Post-construction training on O&M and Water Safety Plan

3

Scheme structure construction and repair/maintenance training for
2,685
Village Maintenance Worker (VMW)

4

Account management training to Users

Total

13,375

3,759
33,244
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6. Integrated programs with Water Supply and Sanitation Schemes
6.1 WTSS/Jeevika Program:
This program was initiated with an aim of empowering women to improve their livelihoods by
involving them in additional income generating activities during the saved time from fetching water
after the easy accessibility of water supply that is brought to their yard. The group formed under
WTSS/Jeevika Program contain one female member from each user household of the project area.
They are encouraged to save on a monthly basis depending on their financial capacity. Monthly
savings of the members of WTSS, along with NRs 20 thousand provided by the Fund Board as seed
money is then used to loan the women in the group to invest in animal husbandry, poultry farming,
vegetable farming and other enterprises as per the demand and need of the local market. This
additional income generation has helped women to use the money in their children’s education,
healthcare and medicines and fulfilling other needs. Similarly, monthly group discussions conducted
under this program has become a platform for women to share their problems and grievances and
solve them through group discussions. This group has given voices to the women significantly
contribution to social transformation and empowerment of women.
As in the past, this program has been continued to be a part in rural water supply and sanitation
improvement schemes. Under this program, a total of 913 Jeevika groups have been formed in
each scheme comprising 376 water supply and sanitation schemes of Batch-IX and 537 schemes
completed with development phase of Batch-X schemes. In total, 1,270 WTSS/Jeevika group has
already been formed. Out of them, 480 have been formed from Batch-IX and 790 from the Batch-X.
These groups have a total of 60,543 members of which 24,620 are from Batch-IX and 35,923 from
Batch-X.
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The Fund Board has been providing grant as seed money per scheme of NRs. 10 thousand for the
Batch-IX and NRs. 20 thousand for the Batch-X for the women groups under Jeevika program for
programs of leadership building and financial strengthening. So far, the FB has provided a total of
NRs. 14,422,000 with NRs 3,722,000 from Batch-IX and NRs 10,700,000 from Batch-X for various
income generating activities of these groups.
Table 8: Status of Jeevika Program/WTSS
Progress till date
S.N.

Activities

Number of Jeevika
Number of Jeevika
Groups under Batch-IX Groups under Batch-X

Total

1

WTSS/Jeevika Program

1.1

Water supply and Sanitation
376
Schemes

537

913

1.2

Jeevika groups formed/
number of WTSS groups

504

766

1,270

1.3

Jeevika group formed/
number of WTSS members

24,620

35,923

60,543

1.4

Seed money provided by
the FB

3,722,000

10,700,000

14,422,000

6.2 Beneficiary Population through the perspective of Social Inclusion:
The FB has given high priority to GESI in all its programs and activities. According to the
demographic statistics taken during the development phase, in Batch-IX, 330,656 population of
56,696 user households have benefited from 366 water supply and sanitation schemes. Of the total
beneficiaries, women constitute 163,802 i. e. 49.54%. Likewise, the beneficiaries include 60,814
Dalit i.e. 18.39%, 91,401 disadvantaged Janajati i.e. 27.64%, 11,407 religious minorities i.e. 3.45%,
12,059 advantaged Janajati i.e. 3.65%, 128,974 Brahmin/Chhetri i.e. 39.01%, and 26,001 others i.e.
7.86%.
Similarly, in the Batch-IX, 105,681 people of 19,021 user household have benefitted through 175
water supply and sanitation schemes. Of the total beneficiaries, women constitutes 53,462 i.e.
50.59%. Likewise, Dalit constitutes 10,002 i.e. 9.46%, disadvantaged Janajati constitute 53,786 i.e.
50.89%, advantaged Janajatis constitute 7,520 i.e. 7.12%, Brahmin/Chhetri constitute 33,884 i.e.
32.06% and others constitute 483 i.e. 0.46%.
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'Vegetable farming much lucrative than Malaysia labor'

He had a long experience of working at good hotels in Kathmandu and Pokhara. This experience
earned him work at a popular hotel in Malaysia. He was happy with his work and income. However,
Madan Magar abruptly left that job two years ago after working there for seven and a half years.
Setting his reputation as a leading organic vegetable farmer back home, he has no intentions to go
back for Malaysia labor migration. He has no regrets on leaving job abroad at all, in fact, he feels
extremely proud to have won himself plaudits from other people in the village.
Resident of Dharapani Kotthok, ward no. 7, Jwalamukhi Rural Municipality of Dhading district,
Madan was inspired to come back home and do something in his own village only because of the
fact that there is easy access to drinking water supply now.
Drinking water had always been scarce as there were no immediate sources around. It was normal
for the villagers to walk an hour every day to bring water. Many people from the village even migrated
down to Dhadingbesi, Chitwan, Kathmandu and the villages near Beshishahar due to scarcity of
water. "Now there is water everywhere in the houses. In retrospect, two persons had to stay standby
to fetch water" says Madan thinking of the past.
After he passed SLC from the village school, he went to Pokhara and Kathmandu for work.
Remembering the past, he shares he had seen the hardship to fetch water in the village before
the time he had left for Malaysia. It was while he was in Malaysia, when 'Chainpur, Dharapani,
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Dandathok and Kotthok water supply and sanitation scheme' was constructed with the financial
support of Fund Board and technical support and coordination of local SO Focus Nepal. That was
how the ambitious plan of pumping water from the rivulets downstream was made.
"It was inconceivable for many people that water would be accessed up this hill", he said. Though it
took more than the scheduled time to complete the scheme because of the earthquake, it was finally
completed in Kartik 2073 and drinking water supply was connected to every household in the village.
Madan had come home for a visit at that time. In his own word, it was no less than a dream to him.
The Chairperson of Focus Nepal, Mr. Hemraj Chhatkuli explained that apart from the Fund Board,
the scheme received financial support from the then District Development Committee (DDC) of
Dhading, the then VDC of Chainpur, Aaran Dhunga Community forest and Andheri Community Forest
to complete the scheme. In the total cost of NRs. 30 lakh, Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) provided
electricity supplies and provided transformer.
Initially, the project was designed to construct taps for only 32 community taps to reach to 161 hhs.
But considering the resettlement of the households that could be flooded by the proposed Budhi
Gandaki Dam which lies in Gorkha District in the border of Jwalamukhi Rural Municipality, the tank
and pipe capacity was increased and redesigned. Provided the water sufficiency at the source and
redesigning of the scheme through improvement of the structures, yard connection with meter was
done to each hhs in the initiation of the communities. Since water has to be pumped up through
motor at each of the three levels to reach the major distribution tank, the operational cost of this
scheme is more than other normal schemes.
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Having said that, water supply facilities have reached to household level, which is a achievement
in itself, though it's a little expensive. This brought positive changes in his perspective. If only he
could utilize this water to do vegetable gardening, Madan estimated that he could earn as much as
he does when he is far from home in Malaysia. However, he had no experience in vegetable farming.
Nevertheless, he decided to learn by doing and so, didn't return back to Malaysia.
Madan had personal 25 ropani land where he planned to venture in poultry farming as well as
vegetable farming. Lacking in experience and training, half of his total 600 poultry chicks died. But
he didn't give up. In Asoj 2073, Madan along with some farmer were sent for an agriculture exposure
visit to other districts. He says, "This visit supported to establish me as a successful business
farmer."
After his return from the visit, he constructed the shed as per standard and started poultry farming.
Also, introducing advanced technology such as Tunnel (shade), Mulching (control weeds and
covering the vegetable plants to maintain the temperature) in farming, showed great results in
production right from the very first yield. "Earlier, we could only grow corn in rainy season and a little
bit of mustard in the winter, if we got some rain. But now, results are in front of your eyes." Madan
said pointing at his chilli and bitter gourd plants straddled in rows.
Till date Madan has not extended his business out of his village as there is a good demand inside the
village. "Now since others have also started vegetable farming, production is significant. However,
it is of urgent need to find market for vegetables without involvement of middlemen. There is no
scarcity of market for vegetables. The farmers are attracted more to non-seasonal vegetables since
it's more lucrative.
Recently Madan has taken two taps, one for household use and another for vegetable farming.
Minimum charge for each tap is fixed NRs 300 but Madan happily pays up to NRs 1,200 every month.
Since three pumps need to be operated for the scheme, the electricity bill is huge and this results
in higher tariff of drinking water as well said WSUC Chairperson, Chandra Prasad Chhatkuli. "If they
provide subsidy for electricity like for that in irrigation, farmers would use water unreservedly and
this would lead the community to economic empowerment.
Looking for the answers to the questions of why people would want to migrate from the place which
their ancestors lived forever, and where people have toiled their sweat, there are many perspectives.
In context of Nepal, one of the major reasons for national and international migration is scarcity
of water as well. Availability of water not only prevents migration but also motivates the youth
who have opted for international labor migration to come back and continue to live a decent and
independent life. Madan Magar exemplifies it. The chairperson of Focus Nepal, Mr. Hemraj Chhakuli
said that it has been observed that people want to come back to Nepal.
"Would you go abroad for earning money again?' when asked, Madan laughs and says, "I will easily
make my profit through vegetable farming as much as I earned back when in Malaysia.
Bharat Adhikari
Communication and Capacity Development Expert
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
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'Water supply program has flooded away our sadness'
Dry and parched village, neither suitable house to live in nor facility
of any toilet. Small children loiter around the village all day, instead
of going to school. You can hardly find a man in the village. Water
crisis every day. Sad and depressed faces of women. Dirty and chaotic
roadways.
Dear readers! This vision of the description above that has just crossed
your mind was the real situation of the Bardaha rural municipality-3 of
Mahottari district some time ago. But the situation has turned topsyJamaida Khatun
turvy and it all sounds like a story once upon a time now. Anyone who
had visited the village few years ago would be pleasantly surprised to
see how the village has transformed now. Even the Madarassa (Muslim School) has a good toilet now.
All children go to school. Many of the men, who had disappeared in India for labor migration, have
returned to the village and started vegetable farming practices. Boasting the positive changes in the
village, Jamaida Khatun explains it in a sentence, "The difference is of the heaven and the hell."
This village besieged with scarcity saw its first ray
of hope in 2017 when a water supply and sanitation
scheme was intervened through financial support
of the Fund Board and technical support of Rural
Community Development Service Council.
The team leader of the rural community
development service council Sangita Gyawali
said that the health and sanitation programs
conducted during the Development Phase
tremendously impacted Bardaha village not
Toilet constructed after the establishment of
only at individual level but also in environmental
Madrasa and operation of sanitation programs
sanitation level. she said, "Before these activities
started, most of the women had to spend their
time in fetching water from far away. Children could not go to schools because they had to help their
mothers, look after their younger siblings and do all sort of household chores."

Opportunities to enhance livelihood
Locals said that availability of drinking water and sanitation program has made life easy and
improved public health. Since the fetching time is saved, it is now used for productive work in
income generating activities.
Vegetable farming in particular has become a powerful source of income there. Muslim Barkati
Agriculture Group have used the seed money of Rs 10,000 provided by the Fund Board to the locals
via Women's Technical Support Service/Jeevika groups program to saving and loan program and
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Abbas Kabadi working in his kitchen garden with his wife

Farmers preparing to take their vegetables to the market

they have been able to increase the amount to Rs 76,715 by now. Each female member is involved in
vegetable farming. Apart from meeting the everyday vegetable needs at their home, they have been
able to make considerable surplus money by selling it at local hatiya and Indian border Madhubani.

Bardaha village setting as example in social and financial transformation
Women in this Muslim community at Bardaha, who in the past were confined to Burka and even
hesitated to speak to others, have witnessed a radical change. Jamaida Khatun, the president of the
Muslim Barkati Agriculture Group based here, was a candidate for Vice Mayor in the Bardaha Rural
Muncipality in local level elections. Defeated by the opponent with mere 38 votes, she is confident
that she will win the next one. "Her candidature has held our head high. We have realized that
we can also fight in the election to be public representative in next election" added the confident
Shakila Khatun, another local from the community.
Wrangling of husband and wife was an everyday story earlier. But now the same couples are source
of inspiration for many in the society. One such model couple is that of Abas Kavadi who have set
an example with vegetable farming practice. They have not only constructed a brick house, also their
children are studying abroad for their higher studies. The husband says, "Water supply facility has eased
vegetable farming. We have gained a good experience in this field now and earned significantly higher."
Now almost everyone in the village has a home. Every house has a tap connection and toilet have
being constructed and is being used. They have been demanding sewerage management with the
Rural Municipality of Bardaha now.
Before the implementation of water supply and sanitation project, only 60 children from the village
went to madrassa but now after the implementation of water supply and sanitation program the
number of children going to madrassa has increased to 219 after good management of toilet in the
madrassa. This is also setting a good example with adherent of water supply. Female from Muslim
community remember their past days and compare with present and says "Water Supply has blown
away our sadness"
Sangita Giri Das
Livelihood Expert
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
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'Return of Lost Happiness' - A context of Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
A devastating earthquake on 12 Baisakh 2072 and its aftershocks
impacted a lot of water supply and sanitation schemes in Nepal.
Located at Sindhuli district, Dudhauli Municipality-5, Chapaha
water supply and sanitation scheme also could not remain
unaffected by this devastating earthquake. Due to earthquake,
structure of water supply scheme was heavily damage. Also
tectonic movement due to earthquake has resulted in water
sources drying up. Additionally, mixing of lime in the pipeline
Newly-constructed power house
of existing water resources resulted in blockage of water
supply to the water supply users. With the financial support of
RWSSFDB and technical support of SO, RUDESCO Sindhuli and with their facilitation this scheme
was benefitted. But now, a total of 135 HHs with 859 water supply users have been deprived from
water supply facilities in Chapaha WSS due to the damages.
However, the users of the project have got back their water supply
facility again with the technical support of the RUDESCO and the
active participation of local consumers. The reconstruction work of
this project started in 2075 Bhadra and completed in 2076 Jestha
in the reconstruction and rehabilitation of drinking water projects
damaged by the earthquake. Due to the inadequate quantity
of water and presence of lime of the previous source, the water
supply to the community is provided by connecting the deep tube
Electricity control system
wells and lifting technology now. During the reconstruction, 15 tap,
2 reservoir tank, 540m main pipe line and 500m transmission pipe line have been repaired.
Out of the total project reconstruction cost of NRs 2,028,331, Fund Board had contributed Rs
19, 32,104 which was deposited on joint account of Chapaha Water Supply and Sanitation Users
Committee and Support Organization and remaining Rs 96,217 was contributed by the community.
In this project, the water from the tube well is supplied to the
distribution tank using electric power, and then to the two
reservoirs which is then supplied to the community. To make
this project sustainable, every user household in the project
area has agreed to raise Rs. 1,000 a year for O&M fund. Recently
two VMW have been appointed. After the reconstruction
project users have taken a sigh of great relief. The chairperson
of the Chapha WSS says "Our happiness returned due to the
earthquake."

Functional tap-stand after repair and
maintenance

Sujit Man Rajbhandari
WASH Engineer
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board
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6.3 Jagaran Program (Social Accountability):

To provide feedback in Development phase, Implementation phase and Post implementation phase
of the water supply scheme and to ensure financial, procedural and social transparency, good
governance and accountability in the project Jagaran committee have been formed. The Jagaran
Committees does not consist of WSUC members. Instead it includes socially responsible individuals,
who have conducted mobilization of WSUC and can provide feedback to the WSUC, SOs and SAs on
finances and procurement at the community level. From the Batch-X, the Jagaran Program has been
linked to a Grievance Redressal Mechanism (GRM). This will lead to reassurance amount allocated
for rural, partly urban areas and programs conducted and level-based implementation to promote
transparency, address grievances and improve governance at village and district levels.
An orientation program on Jagaran has been conducted for staff at Fund Board (office executive,
professional, experts and R&R program staff). Similarly, since the Batch-X, orientation program has
been conducted for all SO Staff on Jagaran Program with an objective to ensure the knowledge
of implementation phase, its effective monitoring and evaluation (M&E) related process and
methodology. Jagaran activities related monitoring indicators are used as a milestone for monitoring
indicator in second and third payment of development phase of the scheme cycle.
As per the advice of the World Bank and after the field exercise, past open indicator on Jagaran
activities has been revised to close indicator. Based on the revised indicator a community score
card under Jagaran program should be filled by SO and send to Fund Development Board. Similarly,
reports are been received from SO.
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6.4 Grievance Redressal Mechanism (GRM)
Water supply and sanitation schemes funded by Fund Board are operated with the technical support
of SO and constructed through WSUCs. To ensure the transparency and effective implementation
of the water supply scheme, Fund Board has adopted community procurement system, public audit,
detailed M&E.
However, when implementing the project, various aspects such as the financial transaction, work
modalities, material procurement, project management, implementation process may sometimes
involve complaints, differences, or disagreements of the consumer group. Due to huge budget,
presence of multi-stakeholders, liability for equitable access to consumers it is not unnatural that
such issues are raised in community development program. In total such disagreement is called
grievance. Such complaints are completely correct, partially correct or even prejudiced or influenced
in some cases. If such complaints are not identified and resolved timely then water supply users
may be aggravated and can adversely affect the sustainability of the project. So such grievances
should be solved as soon as possible. This will help maintain good governance within the project
area and users towards the project and help to maintain harmony and sense of belonging.

Characteristics of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
Transparency and grievance management plays important role to maintain good governance and
sustainability of the project. Therefore grievance handling committee has been formed in water
supply and sanitation schemes of Fund Development Board. To resolve the conflict quickly with
standard systems, main features of this valuable committee are:]]

Ensures participation, representation and coordination of the affected people at all levels of
the project.

]]

Protects victims from threats and revenge.

]]

Maintains the dignity and self-respect of the affected party.

]]

Does not discriminate on the basis of gender, region, religion, caste etc.

]]

Respect social and cultural values

]]

Increases access to information and develops a culture of suggestion.

]]

Grievance Redressal Mechanism covered individual, group or organization affected by the
project implementation

]]

Assists in documenting and monitoring problem solving processes.

]]

Establish transparency and social responsibility in the work related to the project.

]]

Be careful and transparent in adherence to method, procedure and time.

]]

It is implemented through a powerful mechanism.

]]

The door is also open for victims to find an alternative option.
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The complaints can be received at the Fund Board by]]

Individually by written and verbal means

]]

By means of Email or letter

]]

Through Commission of Investigation of the Abuse of Authority (CIAA), MoWS or through
other stakeholders

]]

By means of website

]]

Through Toll free number or other telephone

Levels of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
A. Users Group/Committee
All schemes under RWSSIP have provision of 3-5 member Grievance Redressal Committee. The
members of users and procurement committee cannot be included in this committee. However,
the member of Jagaran committee formed at the project area can be member of this committee
so as to make community, users committee, support organization and their staff, stakeholders
including water supply and sanitation service provider accountable for the activities undertaken
by them. This committee discusses on various oral and written complain received and stratifies
the complaint to seek consensus among the disputing parties. If the compliant received cannot be
solved in consensus, further discussion and necessary information is collected. After collecting the
information, the GRM committee gives its opinion on the basis of all such information, collecting
the opinion of the concerned stakeholders in the subject.
B. Support Organization
In each SO, GRM committee should be formed where the oral and written complain received from the
users committee or other individual should be collected and submitted to the concerned authority
accordingly after stratifying them according to their type and collecting the necessary information
related to it.
C. Fund Board (RWSSFDB)
For the purpose of grievance handling related to the schemes, a three member GRC (Grievance
Readdressal Committee) has been formed in the Fund Board Secretariat, particularly focusing on
RWSSIP. The chairperson of the grievance handling committee is Deputy Executive Director (DED)
of Fund Board with Chief of Planning and Operation (CPOD) division and Chief of Monitoring and
Evaluation (CME) division as the other two members of the committee. This committee categorizes
the complaints received in the presence of the respective Regional Managers (RM) and Portfolio
Managers (PM) and resolves them by presenting and discussing them with the concerned
stakeholders.
In order to facilitate for the prompt registration and resolution of complaints, Fund Board, in
collaboration with the MoWS, has recently produced a mobile application in this regard, and the
application has been included in organization's website as well.
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Progress after the establishment of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
]]

Formation of three-member grievance handling committee in the Fund Board to address
complaints received from various stakeholders.

]]

Training on the GRM provided to the team leaders and wash officers of the SA

]]

Establishment of mechanism to send the grievance directly to Fund Board through the website
www.rwssfdb.org

]]

Detailed information about grievance handling published in the publications and distributed
to the community

]]

A three member grievance handling committee formed in SO level to address the complaint
in scheme.

]]

In order to facilitate the receipt of complaints, toll free number (16600103010) made available
to all the consumers and information is disseminated through social media, leaflets and F.M,
radio

]]

Grievance redressal mechanism related informative poster be prepared and is plan to
disseminate in the project area.

]]

The remaining projects have a plan to conduct orientation on complaint diagnosis to the
Cluster Engineer and Dispute Resolution Committee Chairperson and members.

]]

For the remaining project cluster engineer and grievance solving committee chairperson and
other members are planned to give orientation on grievance solving related program.

6.5 Gender Equality and Social Inclusion:
As per the policy of "gender equality and social inclusion" under GoN, MoWS and all governmental
bodies under it, the Fund Board has also been conducting programs following this policy. Though
the FB had been initiating in favor of the issues of GESI aspect, it was after 2073 when this was
aspect was strictly adopted while forming water supply and sanitation users committee, conducting
water supply and sanitation program and forming sub-committees to implement income generating
programs, Jagaran Program, hiring of the staffs in the SOs and at the Fund Board. GESI approach is
also applied while conducting different training, workshop and seminar.
GESI policy has been incorporated during the contract of the Development Phase, while fixing the
salary for SOs staffs and while developing the ODF Guideline as well. A draft guideline on GESI has
been prepared and is set to be published after internal discussion and review on it. With an objective
to make the Management Information System (MIS) consistent and user friendly, 'Livelihood
and Social Inclusion (LSI)" category has been updated. The updated indices are also included in
proposal for development phase and construction/implementation phase, and made mandatory
to be included in the forms of progress report and the M&E report of SO. GESI analysis of pre-
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feasibility report and Development Phase proposal has been completed. The training manuals have
been reviewed and dedicated sessions on GESI have been included in the training schedules.
Similarly, capacity development training is being organized for the SOs. The FB has been organizing
'International Menstruation Hygiene Day' on May 28 every year with the purpose of providing
orientation to the stakeholders on issues of menstruation and hygiene.

6.6 Women Representative in Water Supply and Sanitation Users Committee
Chosen from the WSUG, each WSUC is formed with an average of 11 members which has a provision
of ensuring 33% women representation including in the executive position. In the Batch-IX, 366
schemes have been constructed and in the Batch –X, 175 schemes have been constructed forming
a total of 541 users committee with 2,196 female members. Total members in these committees
are 5617 which constitutes 39% of the women representatives.
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6.7 Job Opportunities
For an effective implementation water supply and sanitation schemes under Batch-X, more than 2600
employee are working for the water supply construction and WASH promotion programs through 105
SOs. This has provided job opportunities for approximately 31% female staffs and 69% male staffs.
At the community level, a VMW is deployed for O&M of each scheme to facilitate effective
implementation of the program. Similarly, there is also a mandatory provision for the community
to select a female VHP for each scheme to conduct sanitation and hygiene promotion programs
within the project area. In the Batch-X, while selecting Village Health Promoter (VHP) there is a
provision to make selection of a community healths volunteer as far as possible. This is ensuring
participation of women in activities of the project.

6.8 Monitoring and Evaluation (MIS)
For effective implementation, output based result and sustainability of water supply and sanitation
facilities implemented by Fund Board, a third party M&E is done at different phases of the project
cycle. This includes phase wise compliance in M&E, monitoring and procedural evaluation,
community monitoring through Healthy Home Survey and community work plan, water quality test,
onsite material quality test of the construction material for water supply scheme, social audit, studies
and evaluation of the sustainability, operational impacts, community impacts etc. On the basis of
regular monitoring, Fund Board has updated its MIS and the result framework. Simultaneously it is
also improving the web-based Information System as per the need of Fund Board and RWSSIP.
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To meet the need of RWSSIP in the changing context, MIS of the Fund Board has been upgraded time
to time. A new proposed MIS has given priority to work performance and information disseminate
to relevant stakeholders of the fund board. With this upgraded information system, efficiency of the
future water supply schemes can be measured and existing information/data will be accessed in a
short time for information/data analysis in the future.
In the ongoing implementation phase of RWSSIP, it has focused on its work skills and capacity
development which has brought change in working policy regarding sanitation model, community
contribution, SO salary scale was changed and modification of the service level.
In order to address the need of current users and beneficiaries, the Fund Board has been updating its
MIS. This includes features such as online monitoring of the water supply schemes, online reporting,
monitoring and management of scheme through GIS, survey and collection of information/data
through mobile application etc.
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7. Financial Statement
7.1 Audit
Final audit of the fiscal year 2074/75 of the Fund Board has been completed by the experts appointed
from Office of the Auditor General. Similarly, the audit of development phase under the Batch-X
has been completed as well while the completed schemes in the implementation phase are being
audited. In addition to it, audit of ODF and post-ODF (Total Sanitation) program implemented under
Fund Development Board has also been completed.
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7.2 Financial Report- 2074/75
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8. Publication and Communication
The Fund Board has been sharing its experiences in
water supply and sanitation sector for many years by
disseminating it via publications through its relevant
stakeholders. Brochures related to Jagaran Program
(which was initiated to ensure the transparency in the
water supply and sanitation project), Jeevika Program
(which was initiated to promote income generation
activities in the project areas), activities related to
GESI policy, annual report, quarterly newsletters,
information, education and communication (IEC)
materials for special day's events etc are prepared
and disseminated accordingly. On the occasion
related to water supply and sanitation days event and
activities are informed through Information, Education
and communication (IEC) materials. Details of such
publications are given below:
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9. Challenges
Though 88% of Nepalese have access to water supply facilities currently, factors such as flood,
landslides, earthquake and global climate change have led to drying up of sources, depletion of
ground water table in terai, lack of regular repair and maintenance of the scheme timely operation
of the designed schemes. Looking at the figures, only 12% population is deprived of the water
supply facilities but practically, this is misleading as the population that are actually deprived of
these facilities live far from sources in scattered settlements where accessing the water supply is
complicated from financial and technical aspects.
As the Rural Village Water Resource Management Project (RVWRMP) is already implementing water
supply project in different districts of Far Western and Karnali Province with the financial support of
Government of Finland, Fund Development Board has not implement its programs there. However,
various political parties and stakeholders have been requesting the FB for implementation of Rural
Water Supply and Sanitation Improvement Project in these districts as well, which is important to
be addressed.
After the implementation of the federal structure in the country, many of the the then VDCs
and municipality territory has been changed or merged. In the changing scenario of these rural
municipalities and municipalities with new structure, it is important to move ahead solving the
problems related to work processing because of new territories. In some cases the areas with the
project intervention have been added to the ones without which has increased the demand of new
projects by the users, fulfilling which is a challenge in itself.
In the new federal structure of the country, there is big challenge for the Fund Board to place itself
at different levels (Central, Provincial and Local). The Fund Board not only has experience of more
than two decades in water supply and sanitation sector and community development program with
empirical knowledge and practical skills, but also have group of experienced and skilled experts
who have been running the program in accordance to community demand-driven and participatory
concepts. In the condition where this concept has already been replicated and implemented
different countries, experience, skill and knowledge of the Fund Board should be given priority in
coming days in preparing mechanism for operation water supply and sanitation programs.
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